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Make New Words
Students use magnetic letters to spell a word they know and then make changes to the word to make new words.
They record all of the words they can make in that word family in their journal.

Drawing Base-10 Models
This video demonstrates how to model numbers within 1,000 by drawing pictorial base – 10 representations.

Modeling Numbers with Base-10 Blocks
This video shows how to use base-10 blocks to model different numbers.

1 More Than and 1 Less Than a Number
Students use a number line to practice finding 1 more than or 1 less than a given number.

My Pile, Your Pile
This game uses the MCPS alphabet cards to practice letter identification. You can also make your own alphabet cards or
play the game with sight word cards, numeral cards, or addition and subtraction fact cards.

Composing Numbers on a Ten-Frame
A ten-frame helps students develop an understanding of numbers by anchoring to 10. After students have a grasp of
composing numbers on a ten-frame using concrete objects like counters, they can expand their learning by using a
virtual ten-frame by visiting:

Comparing Numbers Battle Game
This game provides students with practice comparing numbers with greater than and less than.

Shake and Spill to Make 10
This game uses the 2-sided counters to find the different combinations that make 10. It can be adapted so students can
practice decomposing other quantities by changing the number of counters used to play.

Reading Strategies
In this video, we model different ways you can prompt your child when he/she gets stuck on or misreads a word.

Oh, No!
Oh, No! is a fun game that students can play to practice their sight words.

Modelando con unidades de 10
Este video enseña como usar las unidades de 10 para modelar diferentes números.

Dibujando numeros usando unidades de 10
Este video enseña como dibujar números hasta 1,000 usando las unidades.

Shake and Spill (Spanish Version)
Este juego usa los contadores con 2 lados para encontrar diferentes conbinaciones para hacer 10. Se puede adaptar
para practicar sumas y restas usando diferentes cantidades cambiando el numero de contadores para jugar.
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